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This document corrects and clarifies some text in Spell-
jammer: Adventures in Space. The changes appear in 
recent printings of the product. 

Astral Adventurer’s Guide
 Astral Elf (pg. 10). The following sentence has been 
appended to the “Creature Type” subsection: “You are 
also considered an elf for any prerequisite or effect that 
requires you to be an elf.”
 Hadozee Story Text (pg. 13). The story text for the 
hadozee has been updated as follows:

Hadozees’ progenitors were mammals no bigger than 
housecats. Hunted by larger natural predators, they took 
to the trees and evolved wing-like flaps that enabled them 
to glide from branch to branch. 
 Today, hadozees are sapient, bipedal beings eager to 
leave behind the fearsome predators of their homeworld 
and explore other worlds.
 In addition to being natural climbers, hadozees have feet 
that are as dexterous as their hands, even to the extent 
of having opposable thumbs. Membranes of skin hang 
loosely from their arms and legs. When stretched taut, 
these membranes enable hadozees to glide. Hadozees 
wrap these wings around themselves to keep warm.
 
 Glide (pg. 13). The Glide trait’s text has been updated 
as follows:

 Glide. When you fall at least 10 feet above the ground, 
you can use your reaction to extend your skin membranes 
to glide horizontally a number of feet equal to your walk-
ing speed, and you take 0 damage from the fall. You deter-
mine the direction of the glide.

Boo’s Astral Menagerie
 Stat Blocks by Challenge Rating table (pg. 5). The fol-
lowing creatures had changes to their CR: astral elf star 
priest (CR 5), young solar dragon (CR 9), and ancient solar 
dragon (CR 21).
 Astral Elf Star Priest (pg. 13). The astral elf star 
priest’s CR has changed to 5 (1,800 XP). Its proficiency 
bonus has changed to +3. Its hit points have changed to 
90 (20d8).
 Autognome (pg. 14). In the stat block’s Malfunction 
table, “Shocking Bolt” has changed to “Shock.”
 Eye Monger (pg. 21). On the Senses line in the crea-
ture’s stat block, the word “tremorsense” has changed to 
“blindsight.”
 Adult Lunar Dragon (pg. 34). The attack bonus for the 
dragon’s Tail attack has changed to +11.
 Psurlon Ringer (pg. 45). In the creature’s stat block, the 
Saving Throws line and Skills line have been deleted.

 Ancient Solar Dragon (pg. 50). The dragon’s CR has 
changed to 21 (33,000 XP). Its hit points have changed to 
425 (23d20 + 184).
 Young Solar Dragon (pg. 53). The dragon’s CR has 
changed to 9 (5,000 XP). Its hit points have changed to 
178 (17d10 + 85).

Light of Xaryxis
 Second Floor (pg. 28). The repair object spell has been 
deleted from the list of spells in Topolah’s spellbook.
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